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Meet The Staff

Would you give up one
ofyour fingers if it
meantyou'd have free
wifi wherever you go,
for the rest ofyour life?

What kitchen appliance
do you have the biggest
crush on?

Vampire, wizard, or
sweater-wearer?

Do you prefer a lover
with abundant weaknesses, or a genius who
treats you like a lowerclass citizen?

Where were you 3 hours
ago? Do you think someone was stalking you?

fvlo/fy Qray
(Staff CartooVtist)

If it's resemblant of the
school's wifi, absolutely
not. If I had to, probably
my left thumb. It already
lost its head to a kitchen
accident.

Vibrantly colored Kitchenaid mixers.

Why not all three?

The prior. I'm a progressive woman.

French class. I prefer not to
indulge the paranoid little
elf who lives in my brain.

Leda Co/fege
(Photoo Editor)

No way, Jose. Appendages
over wifi always.

Toasters!

*agrees with Molly*

I'm married to the sea.

La classe de francais and
God I hope not.

CadoVI. Hi((
(Photographer)

No, because I couldn't
play games without a
finger.

I don't know about appliances, but my favorite
part about the kitchen is
the tongs.

Sweater with magical
powers

Weakness makes us stronger and more human

Late for school. Yes every
time its sunny this strange
man follows me on the
ground

AidaVI. fvloser
(A&E AssistaVtt
Editor)

To be honest I really like
my fingers, so no amount
of WiFi will change my
beliefs on that.

Can opener. It looks like
a little person, but helps
out with all the toughest
jobs.

A vampire who can do
magic. Accio sweater.

What kind of genius treats
you like a lower class
citizen ....

In my bed ... l am really hoping not.

Sophia Therriault
(A&E Editor)

No way! I think all my
fingers are important, and
I would have a hard time
choosing my least favorite
one.

I favor my personal hand
blender, so I can make
smoothies and no one
else can have any because
there's only enough for
me. Joke's on them.

I'm more of a fashionable-mermaid-whoforgot-she-can't-wearpants-but-decides-she'sgoing-to-try-anyway kind
of person.

That's a tough question.

French class, learning some
francais, man. I'm always
being followed.

